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14 July 1965

NOTE OK CEASE-FIRES

The Security Council has in the past 20 years called for cessations

of hostilities or cease-fires in a wide variety of situations. The

terminology of these appeals has varied from case to case, as have the

practical provisions made by the Council to secure cease-fires and to

supervise and maintain them. Cessations of hostilities of one sort or

another have been called for by the Security Council in the Indonesian

situation, the India-Pakistan situation, the Palestine question, and in

situations in Korea, Guatemala, Tunisia, Cyprus, Yemen, the Congo and the

Dominican Republic. In addition, the General Assembly called for, and

got, a cease-fire in connection with the Suez crisis in 1956. The cease-

fires called for in 1948 in Kashmir and in Palestine are still the

effective basis of the United Nations peace-keeping operations in those

two areas today. In almost all cases the appeal for a cease-fire has

been the intended basis for, and prelude to, a search for a solution to

the particular problem in question. A brief summary of the principal

action taken in the above-mentioned cases is attached as an annex.

The above list does not, of course, include the innumerable occasions

upon which local cease-fires have been arranged by United Nations

observers, military personnel or Secretariat members, especially in the

Middle East, Kashmir, Cyprus and between various factions in the Congo.

The cea-se-fire appeals mentioned above have varied in their effective-

ness, the.speed of response to them and their durability. The nature of

follow-up action has also varied from case to case. In general it can be
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said that cease-fire appeals are more likely to be effective if there is

a United Nations agency of some kind on the ground to arrange practical

details and to supervise the implementation and maintenance of the cease-

fire by both sides. Various agencies have been used in the past 20 years,

ranging from ad hoc consular commissions through mediators, Secretary-

General's representatives, etc., to permanent supervisory teams of military

observers, such as UNTSO and UNMOGIP.

In only one of the cases mentioned, namely in Palestine in July 1948,

has the Security Council actually ordered a cease-fire. On other occasions

it has appealed or called for a cessation of hostilities.



ANNEK

A) Indonesia - By Resolution 27 (1947) of 1 August 1947 the Security

Council cailed on the parties to cease hostilities forthwith and to settle

their dispute by arbitration or by other peaceful means and to keep the

Security Council informed of progress. On 25 August 1947 the Security

Council noted -with satisfaction the orders given by both sides for the

cessation of hostilities and set up a commission of career consuls in

Batavia of Security Council members to keep it informed of the situation.

It also set up a three-member Committee of Good Offices. On 26 August the

Council reminded the parties of the cease-fire order and its previous

resolution on peaceful settlement and called upon them to adhere strictly

to its previous recommendation. On 3 October 1947 the Council asked the

Secretary-General to convene the Committee of Good Offices. On 1 November

it called upon the parties to give effect to the cease-fire either with or

without the help of the Committee of Good Offices. On 28 February 1948

the Council noted the signing of Truce Agreement by both parties. On 24

December 1948 it noted with concern the resumption of hostilities. On

28 December 1948 the Council called on the Government of the Netherlands

to release the President of the Indonesian Republic and certain political

prisoners and called for a report from the consular committee. On 28

January 1949 the Council called upon the parties to discontinue their

various military operations and to begin negotiations concerning an

interim government, elections and the transfer of sovereignty.

B) India and Pakistan - On 17 January 1948 the Council called upon India

and Pakistan to take measures to improve the situation in Kashmir. On 20
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January 1948 the Council set up the United Nations Commission on India

and Pakistan (UWCIP) to investigate the situation, to mediate and to

report to the Council. On 3 June 1948 the Council instructed the Commission

to proceed to Kashmir and also to ask Pakistan and India to withdraw their

forces and to take measures for pacification with a view to creating

suitable conditions for a plebiscite. It authorized the Commission to

use observers if necessary.

By resolutions of 13 August 1948 and 5 January 1949 respectively

UMCIP called for a cease-fire and the demilitarization of Jammu and

Kashmir. The cease-fire became effective on 1 January 1949 and has been

the basis for the operation of UMOGIP ever since.

C) Palestine - On 5 March 1948 the Security Council appealed to

governments and peoples, particularly those in and around Palestine, to

take all possible action to prevent or reduce the disorders then occurring

in Falestine (Resolution 42 (1948) ). On 1 April 1948 the Security Council,

in Resolution 43> noted increasing violence in Palestine and called upon

the Jewish Agency and the Arab Higher Committee to make representatives

available to the Security Council for the purpose of arranging a truce

between the Arab and Jewish communities in Palestine. The Couhcil also

called upon Arab and Jewish armed groups in Palestine to cease acts of

violence immediately.

On 1 April 1948 the Security Council asked the Secretary-General to

call a special session of the General Assembly to consider the question

of the future government of Palestine. On 1? April (Resolution 46) the

Security Council made a more detailed appeal to persons and organizations

in Palestine, and especially to the Arab Higher Committee and the Jewish
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Agency, to stop disorder and violence and to cease military acts including

the bringing in of armed bands and arms. It also called for abstention

from political action which might prejudice the rights, claims or positions

of either community, and called for cooperation with the Mandatory Authority

in the keeping of order and the maintenance of essential services.

On 23 April (Resolution 4&) the Security Council established a Truce

Commission, consisting of the Consuls in Jerusalem of members of the

Security Council, and asked it to report on the situation to the Security
l/VfllÂ

Council within four days. On IS AagcrSt the Council sent a questionnaire

to the governments and authorities immediately concerned concerning events

in Palestine. On 22 May the Council called for abstention from hostile

military action and a cease-fire for 36 hours as well as for a truce in

Jerusalem. On 24 May the Council postponed for 48 hours the time at which

the cease-fire was to become effective. On 29 May the Council called for

a cessation of actions involving armed force for four weeks, as well as a

halt to the introduction of fighting personnel and war material.

The Mediator for Palestine was appointed on 14 May 1948 by General

Assembly Resolution 186 (S/2). His duties were, inter alia, to supervise

the cease-fire using military observers, and to contact all parties as

soon as the cease-fire was in effect. The Council asked for cabled

acceptance from the Arab and Israeli Governments and authorities of the

cease-fire by 6 p.m. on 1 June 1948, stating that if this request was

rejected or violated, after having been accepted, the situation would be

considered with a view to action under Chapter VII of the Charter.

On 2 June the Council agreed to authorize the Mediator to set the

date on which the truce was to go into effect. On 7 July the Council
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urgently appealed to the parties to accept in principle the prolongation

of the truce for such a period as might be decided on in consultation

with the Mediator. On 15 July, considering that the provisional government

, of Israel had accepted the prolongation of the truce but that the Arab

governments had rejected it and that hostilities had therefore been renewed,

the Council, determining a threat to the peace under Article 9 (Resolution 54),

ordered the governments and authorities concerned, under Article 40> "to

desist from further military actions and to issue cease-fire orders to take

effect not later than 3 days after the passage of the resolution. The

Council stated that failure to comply with this order would constitute a

breach of the peace under Article 39 requiring immediate further action

under Chapter VII, and called upon both sides for cooperation with the

Mediator, who was to proceed immediately with the demilitarization of

Jerusalem and the supervision of the truce. The Council finally decided

that the truce should remain in force "until a peaceful adjustment of the

future situation in Palestine was reached".

On 4 November the Council called on the governments to withdraw their

troops to the line of the 14th October and to establish by negotiation

permanent truce lines and such neutral and demilitarized zones as were

necessary. Failing agreement, these lines were to be established by the

Mediator. On 16 November the Council decided that an armistice should be

established in all sectors of Palestine and called upon the parties, as an

additional measure under Article 1+0, to seek agreement, either directly or

through the Mediator, on the immediate establishment of a permanent

Armistice Demarcation Line, and on the withdrawal and reduction of troops

in order to ensure the maintenance of the armistice "during the transition to

permanent peace in Palestine".
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On 29 December the Council ordered an immediate cease-fire in Southern

Palestine where hostilities had broken out. On 11 August 1949* when the

Armistice Agreements had been concluded, the Council reaffirmed the cease-

fire order of 15 July 1948, endorsed the Armistice Agreements and relieved

the Mediator of further responsibility. Since that time the Council has

on several occasions called for cessation of fighting in particular areas

on the borders of what used to be Palestine.

D) Korea - On 25 June 1950 the Security Council called for the immediate

cessation of hostilities in Korea and the withdrawal of North Korean forces

to the 3&th parallel. On 27 June the Council recommended members to assist

the Republic of Korea to repel armed attacks, and on 7 July it set up the

Unified Command.

B) Guatemala - On 20 June 1954 the Council called for the immediate

termination of any action in Guatemala likely to cause bloodshed.

F) The Suez crisis - On 31 October 1956 the Council, taking into account

the lack of unanimity of its permanent members, decided to call an

emergency special session of the General Assembly to make appropriate

recommendations concerning the action undertaken against Egypt.

The Emergency Special Session of the General Assembly on 2 November

1956 urged, as a matter of priority, that all parties involved in

hostilities in the area agree to an immediate cease-fire and, as part

thereof, halt the movement of military force and arms into the area.

The Assembly also urged the parties to the Armistice Agreements to with-

draw all forces behind the armistice lines and to observe scrupulously

the provisions of the Armistice Agreements. On 4 November the General
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Assembly, bearing in mind the urgent necessity of facilitating compliance

•with its resolution of 2 November (Resolution 997) asked the Secretary-

General to submit •within 4& hours a plan for setting up an emergency

international force "to secure and supervise the cessation of hostilities".

On 4 November the General Assembly (Resolution 999) again called upon the

parties concerned to comply immediately with the provisions of Besolution

997 and authorized the Secretary-General to arrange with the parties

concerned for the implementation of the cease-fire and the halting of the

movement of military force and arms into the area. It also requested the

Secretary-General, with the assistance of the Chief of Staff of UNTSO, to

obtain compliance for the withdrawal of the forces behind the armistice

lines. On 5 November the General Assembly established a United Nations

Command for the Force, and on 7 November it approved guiding principles

for the organization and functioning of the Force and requested the Chief

of the Command, in consultation with the Secretary-General, to proceed

with the full organization of the Force. On 7 November the Assembly

called again upon Israel, United Kingdom and France to withdraw their

forces from Egypt.

G) Tunisia - On 22 July 1961 the Council called for an immediate cease-

fire in Bizerta and for the return of all armed forces to their original

position. It left the question open for further debate.

H) Cyprus - On 4 March 1964 the Security Council in its resolution

setting up the United Nations Force in Cyprus called upon the communities

in Cyprus and their leaders to act with the utmost restraint. On 9 August

1964, after fighting had broken out in Tillyria, the Council appealed to

both sides for an immediate cease-fire.
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I) Yemen - On 9 April 1964, after a British air attack on Harib, the

Council called upon the United Kingdom and the Yemen Arab Republic to

exercise the maximum restraint.

J) The Congo - On 30 December 1964, after the Stanleyville affair, the

Council appealed for a cease-fire in the Congo in accordance with the

resolution of the Organization of African Unity of 10 September 1964.

K) Dominican Republic - On 14 May 1965 (Resolution 203) the Council

called for a strict cease-fire and invited the Secretary-General to send

as an urgent measure a representative to the Dominican Republic for the

purpose of reporting to the Security Council on the situation.
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V I E T N A M

Text of a statement "by the Prime
Minister, The Rt. Hon. Harold
Wilson, O.B.E., M.P. , in the House
of Commons, July 15, 1965.

My hon. Friend, the Parliamentary Secretary to the
Ministry of Pensions and National Insurance, returned from Hanoi
yesterday and he has given my rt. hon. Friend, the Foreign
Secretary, and myself a full report on his discussions there. As
the House is aware, my hon. Friend was una~ble to see any North-
Vietnamese Ministers or to obtain any undertaking that the Common-
wealth Mission would "be received in Hanoi. Nevertheless, during
his five day stay, he was able to impress on the officials of the
Fatherland Front and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, with whom
he had protracted conversations, the views of Her Majesty's
Government and of the Commonwealth Mission. My hon. Friend tells
me that copious notes were taken throughout these meetings and I
have no doubt that the arguments which my hon. Friend urged with
all his accustomed fluency and persistence will "be passed on to
the leaders of North Vietnam. In presenting his arguments in
favor of receiving the Commonwealth Mission, my hon. Friend had to
struggle against the evident conviction on the part of his North-
Vietnamese hearers that their prospects of victory were too
imminent for it to "be worth their while to forsake the battlefield
for the conference table. In such an atmosphere it is scarcely
surprising that he was unable to bring back any word of encourage-
ment, but I am extremely glad that the arguments, which are not
only our arguments but those of the Commonwealth and of much of
the world - in favor of peace and negotiations - should at last,
and for the first time, have been'fully and faithfully expounded

/to ...
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to the North- Vietnamese in the artificial isolation of their own
capital. They may not have exerted an immediate and visible
effect, "but I believe the passage of time will reinforce them and
that there will "be a general recognition of what I believe to be
self-evident, that the Vietnam problem will not be solved by
military means alone. As soon as this occurs, as soon as the
North-Vietnamese are ready to receive the Commonwealth Mission, or
as soon as they are prepared to facilitate the re-convening of the
Geneva Conference, then I believe we shall be on the way to the
political solution which alone can bring the fighting to an end,
1 believe that my hon. Friend has contributed in no small measure
to advancing the day when all the parties concerned can get round
a table to reach agreement on such a solution.

Dist; AT, 2,3,5,6 j 332 (ate).; Sll(abcd),



MOFFICIAL TRANSLATION

AFP 041

London 16 July

A reliable British source indicated that Great Britain would

be ready to recognize the two Vietnamese Governments in the event

that a peaceful settlement would guarantee the security of South

Vietnam and would lead after the withdrawal of American troops ——

to negotiations on the reunification of the country. The same source

added that this diplomatic recognition of two Vietnamese states would

constitute only a prelude to the recognition of a unified state of

Vietnam.

Nevertheless, Great Britain does not envisage entering into any

diplomatic relations with Hanoi in the immediate future. Independent

of all juridic argument, they are not convinced in London that the

establishment of diplomatic ties with North Vietnam would facilitate

negotiations toward a peaceful solution to the conflict —- the North

Vietnamese authorities having given no indication to that effect during

the course of a trip to Hanoi by the Parliamentary Under-Secretary, Mr.

Harold Davies,
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AFP 06?

London

16 July

A "Laotian solution" to the problem of Vietnam calling for the

neutralization of the entire country and the creation of a Government

of national unity vri.ll be envisaged by the United States as a "falling-

back" line in view of a negotiated settlement of the conflict. According

to a generally autaoritative source in London, this is what the American

emissary, Mr. Averell Harriman, reportedly had the head of the Soviet

Government,, Mr. Aleksei Kosygin, understand during the course of their

conversation.

Yet Mr. Harriman is said to have underlined that, even if such

could be the final object of a negotiation, the United States would

by no means consider the withdrawal of its armed forces from South Vietnam

before a definite peace settlement. The Administration, in reiterating

its offer of "unconditional peace negotiations", continues to require

first s. cessation of "Worth Vietnamese aggression".

According to East-European diplomatic sources, the Government of

Hanoi would always be more inclined to listen to advice from Moscow rather

than from Peking. As a result, it is believed in London that if the

Soviet Government were to give its guarantee to the project suggested

by Mr. Harriman, it could use its influence in Hanoi to induce the

North Vietnamese leaders to take it into consideration.
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Excerpts from an interview of Mr. Nguyen Huu Tho (President of the MFL3VM)

with the'Rheinischer Merkur", published in "Le Monde", 17 July 1965

Q - Supposing that your military operations make no progress, do you

envisage negotiations with the Americans?

A - Ho.

Q - Will you continue the combat, in any event?

A - Yes.

"We do not pretend that we wish to van the war alone nor to set up a

Government alone. ¥e are ready to forget the past and the present. We

will not refuse our friendship even to the officers who have served the

Americans, on the condition that they regret their action and find again

the way of the fatherland.

"Concerning the "Federation for the Unity of Action"-"-"-, the Federation

is ready to establish contacts with all sides, groups, sects and influential

patriots. It is not interested in either political tendencies or even in

their past political activity. It seeks simply a peaceful solution which

will lead to national independence, democracy and neutrality. The internal

affairs of South Vietnam must be decided by the South Vietnamese themselves,

without outside interference. But that will not be possible as long as the

American soldiers are not withdrawn.

"The Federation and the Front of Liberation are not opposed to an

international conference. But this conference must confine itself to

making suggestions. The South Vietnamese, alone, are responsible for all

agreement, responsible for the implementation of all decisions."

newly created body established by the NFLoVK to enter into relations
with other South Vietnamese social and political groups.


